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Her publisher, Bloomsbury Publishing Plc, saw sales overall rise by 22%, with both children’s and adult book sales soaring. Youth has not lost its idealism either. Reflecting the serious concerns of ...
Sick of Netflix? May I Suggest a Good Book Instead
This summer may look a little closer to pre-pandemic normal, as more and more people across the country get the COVID-19 vaccine and resume trips and travel. In preparation for the vacation season, we ...
25 books that you should read this summer, according to local experts
the mainstream conversation about literature and reading is still reserved for "serious" readers of "good," if less popular, kinds of books. These findings underscore the need for more research ...
Phenomenon Underlying Behind Reading Erotic Novels – Disclosed!
Do you have a Derry Girls shaped hole in your life? Alix O’Neill is here to fill it as she reads from her hilarious memoir about growing up in Northern Ireland in the 90s. The Troubles With Us is a ...
Four reader events to book now
I am encouraged by a new awareness that "enough is enough," that communities are working together to monitor all at-risk youths and guide them to success in schools, jobs, sports and leisure and ...
Readers Write: Garbage, solutions to violence, new kinds of warfare
Investing (How to do long term; The best shareholder letters nobody is reading), Sports (Evolution of an athlete), Work Life (Overwork is killing us!) and Technology (Current chip crisis could reshape ...
Ten interesting things we read this week
In response to our request for essays on character, we received many compelling reflections. Below is a selection. The next two topics for reader submissions are Quake and Scrap—read more. “Do you see ...
Spark: Essays by readers
The latest bonfire on the literary scene speaks volumes about the way we categorise books – and readers, argues bestselling wimmin writer Catherine Robertson. On Friday, the English writer Jeanette Wi ...
Notes on a book burning – and a defence of readers of ‘wimmin’s fiction’
Lynette Lamb, Minneapolis In 2020, as the pandemic was gaining momentum, UnitedHealthcare saw its profits balloon by over $6 billion because fewer people were seeking elective surgery and filing ...
Readers Write: UnitedHealthcare, Minneapolis Park Board, public parks
St. Aubyn’s new novel, “Double Blind,” tells two love stories against the backdrop of brain-mapping, biochemistry, botany and the ethics of placebos.
Edward St. Aubyn Wraps Serious Thoughts About Science in an Entertaining Package
As a new memorial is unveiled in Normandy to the Britons who served on D-Day, one reader gives her personal thanks and asks what took so long ...
READERS LETTERS: I owe my my freedom to the British on D-Day, their memorial is long overdue
The Tampa Bay Times sent a notice to subscribers Tuesday boasting about reporting on a land deal that led to action and announcing it would be adding two new reporters to cover local politics. It was ...
More trouble is brewing at the Tampa Bay Times, and that’s bad news for readers
We were deep in Little League and chapter books, Early Readers and co-ed soccer. The day began with repeated wake-up attempts and negotiated outfits and finding homework. Bedtime meant reading aloud ...
Dispatches From the Home Front: A final dispatch and a new chapter
For a generation blamed for staying on their devices for too long, internet or online activism seems like the perfect way to have people’s voices heard. Sadly, ...
Online Activism Is Here for Good
An online search for the answer will yield more warnings about consuming palm oil than advice to use it as a healthy oil. Articles on the negative health implications ...
Is Palm Oil Good For You?
Brexit has already had an impact on the UK's labour market according to Telegraph readers Britain's businesses and workforces are adjusting to life outside of the EU and there are early signs that ...
How is Brexit affecting British business? Telegraph readers have their say
Bronx: I read your recent article about parole reform ... but his lack of experience combined with his questionable political history casts serious doubt on his ability to produce any unbiased ...
Readers sound off on parole reform, the subway good Samaritan and women soldiers
One of our readers ... serious symptoms. I feel as if my children’s safety is being ignored and now we will be stuck at home to avoid the dishonest unmasked individuals. This press conference re ...
More than 3,000 readers voted, here’s how they feel about COVID-19 restrictions lifting
It was attended mainly by about a dozen elderly men and a few wives whose idea of a roaring good time might be sitting around re-reading Paul ... for the morning’s readers.
Column: The serious business of flying saucers
From Dominic Cummings to the hijacking of a Ryanair flight, catch up with the biggest stories from the week with the help of our readers Dominic Cummings made a blockbuster appearance before MPs ...
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